Abstract-In this paper, we show that any sequence of infinite lattice constellations which is good for the unconstrained Gaussian channel can be shaped into a capacity-achieving sequence of codes for the power-constrained Gaussian channel under lattice decoding and non-uniform signaling. Unlike previous results in the literature, our scheme holds with no extra condition on the lattices (e.g., quantization-goodness or vanishing flatness factor), thus establishing a direct implication between AWGN-goodness, in the sense of Poltyrev and capacity-achieving codes. Our analysis uses properties of the discrete Gaussian distribution in order to obtain precise bounds on the probability of error and achievable rates. In particular, we obtain a simple characterization of the finite-blocklength behavior of the scheme, showing that it approaches the optimal dispersion coefficient for high signal-to-noise ratio. We further show that for low signal-to-noise ratio, the discrete Gaussian over centered lattice constellations cannot achieve capacity, and thus a shift (or "dither") is essentially necessary.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
ODED modulation schemes for the Gaussian channel can be usually constructed from infinite constellations (ICs) in R n , shaped according to the power constraint of the channel. In order to analyze such infinite constellations independently of the power, Poltyrev [23] defined the notion of codes which are good for the unconstrained Gaussian channel. In this setting, a code is an infinite discrete subset of R n , and any point can be transmitted. Since the usual code rate is infinite in this case, the optimal normalized log density (NLD) replaces the notion of capacity. The NLD measures the logarithm, per dimension, of the number of points of an IC per unit of volume. An optimal sequence of ICs with vanishing probability of error is called AWGN-good, and corresponds to the "most economic" constellations that can achieve reliable communication.
The most popular ICs are lattices, since their symmetries allow for construction of efficient encoding/decoding schemes. Since the work of Poltyrev in 1994, the notion of AWGN-goodness has become an important widely used benchmark and building block for the construction of lattice codes.
Intuitively, AWGN-good ICs should be able to produce capacity-achieving codes in the power-constrained setting, using nearest neighbor decoding and a carefully chosen shaping technique. Nevertheless, all known schemes in the literature that convert lattices into codes for the constrained Gaussian channel under lattice decoding entail some additional property. For instance, Erez and Zamir [10] proved that an AWGN-good sequence of lattices can be converted into capacity-achieving codes for the Gaussian channel, provided that it can be nested to another lattice sequence which is also AWGN-good and has optimal normalized second-moment (i.e., quantization-good). Recently, Ling and Belfiore [17] have shown that a sequence of lattices along with probabilistic shaping can achieve the capacity of the Gaussian channel above a certain signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) provided that it has vanishing flatness factor, which relates to how quickly a Gaussian random vector becomes equidistributed over cosets of the lattice as its standard deviation increases.
The objective of this paper is to show that indeed AWGN-goodness is a sufficient property for building capacity-achieving lattices in the Gaussian channel, with no extra condition. In order to do so, we employ a technique based on non-equiprobable signaling using discrete Gaussian distributions centered at a (non-zero) randomly generated point in R n . Following [22] , we call such technique dithered probabilistic shaping (DPS). From a practical "separation" point of view, this means that the design problem of good lattices for the AWGN channel can be completely decoupled: one can focus entirely on the design problem for the unconstrained channel, which can be then coupled with plug-and-play DPS techniques into a good code for the constrained channel.
A. Main Result
Let W ∼ N (0, σ 2 w ) be an n-dimensional Gaussian random vector. A sequence of AWGN-good lattices ( n ) ∞ n=1 with volume V ( n ) is such that the probability of error (i.e. the probability that W leaves the Voronoi cell of n ) vanishes for any NLD
0018-9448 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. The discrete Gaussian distribution D +t,σ 2 s is the distribution taking values in + t whose mass of x + t is proportional to e −x+t/2σ 2 s (see Figure 1 ). This distribution has finite power and can thus be used in the transmission over a Gaussian channel with average power constraint P. In a lattice Gaussian coding scheme, the sent signal is chosen according to D +t,σ s , while the received points are suitably scaled and then decoded using lattice decoding.
Let ( n ) ∞ n=1 be a sequence of AWGN-good lattices. Our main result states the existence of a sequence of shift vectors (or "dithers") (t n ) ∞ n=1 such that the lattice coding scheme with distribution D n +t n , √ P is capacity-achieving in the Gaussian channel. A more quantitative statement can be found in Theorem 1, along with an analysis of the rate of convergence to capacity. In addition, one of the novelties of our analysis is to use properties of the discrete Gaussian distribution in order to assess the second-order finite-blocklength behaviur of the lattice Gaussian coding scheme. More precisely, we show that the existence of t n holds with high probability, and the gap to capacity has order ≈ (2n) −1/2 (Q −1 (ε) + √ 8) where Q −1 is the inverse-error function. Apart for the √ 8 term (which we believe is an artifact of our analysis), this corresponds to the optimal convergence behavior for the Gaussian channel for high SNR [24] , In particular, as ε → 0, the optimal dispersion is approached at high SNR.
A key point for the proof of the main results is the sampling lemma (Lemma 2), that says that the dithered lattice Gaussian is equivalent to a continuous Gaussian. Since continuous dithers would require sharing an infinite number of random bits, we then demonstrate the sufficiency of discrete dithering in Lemma 7. As a further point of interest, we observe using [7] that the coding gain of a lattice is closely related to the so-called smoothing parameter of the dual lattice. At a high level, the discrete Gaussian over dual lattice * sampled above the smoothing parameter "looks like" a continuous Gaussian, which justifies the name. The study of this parameter has played a fundamental role in our understanding of the discrete Gaussian, and has led to many important developments such as tight transference theorems in the geometry of numbers [1] , new lattice based cryptographic schemes [13] , [20] , [26] , and the recent development of the so-called reverse Minkowski inequality [27] , [28] . This relation, discussed in Section IV, gives an alternative viewpoint for quantifying AWGN-goodness that we hope will find future use.
B. To Dither or Not to Dither
Since the seminal work [10] , nested lattice constellations are known to be capacity achieving in the Gaussian channel with lattice decoding, provided that the constellations are suitably shifted by a vector known both at the transmitter and at the receiver. The process of randomizing the choice of the shift vector, known as dithering, greatly facilitates the analysis but may introduce additional design complexity. An intriguing open problem is whether dithering is indeed necessary. For Voronoi constellations (under MMSE scaled lattice decoding), this problem is considered in [32] and [33] , where the necessity of a dither is argued for low SNR.
Recently, Ling and Belfiore [17] have shown that undithered lattice coding, with probabilistic shaping according to a discrete Gaussian distribution, is capacity achieving for a threshold 1 SNR greater than e. di Pietro et al. [9] showed that LDA lattices without dithering achieve capacity on the Gaussian channel if SNR > 1. In Section V of the present paper, we show that (a non-zero) dither is indeed necessary in the low SNR regime. Specifically we show (Theorem 2) that if a sequence of lattices is shaped according to a centered Gaussian distribution with variance parameter equals to the power constraint of the channel, it fails to achieve any positive rates for SNR < 1. Interestingly, in the low SNR regime our scheme uses properties of the discrete Gaussian when the flatness factor is large (or "below smoothing", in the computer science jargon), a setting where previous analytical techniques break down. As it turns out, in this regime, dithering is not only a matter of simplification but essentially necessary. It is noting that although polar lattices [31] can achieve capacity for all SNRs, their construction employ randomly generated bits which, ultimately, play the role of a dither.
C. Related Works
In comparison to previous works on nested lattice constellations [10] , approaches based on discrete Gaussians do not rely on a quantization-good sub-lattice for shaping. It is worth noting that, since [10] , there has been a significant effort employed in simplifying nested-lattice constellations.
For instance, Ordentlich and Erez [21] remove the assumption that the shaping sub-lattice needs to be AWGN-good and Qi et al. [25] by-pass the quantization-good by using a discrete dither and removing the constellation points with large power. Relying on the machinery of the discrete Gaussian distribution, our approach removes the reliance on a sub-lattice with suitable properties, and greatly simplifies the proof that lattice codes are capacity-achieving in the Gaussian channel (our full proof is self-contained in Section III).
Our main result strongly uses non-uniform signaling, which could be implemented with probabilistic shaping techniques. In a broader scope, besides the theoretically appealing properties of probabilistic shaping for Gaussian channels [16] , [17] , the techniques became popular in the last years due to their prospective applications to non-linear optical-fiber transmissions [11] , [29] . The idea of dithered probabilistic shaping (DPS) was previously considered in [22] , who proposed a method to achieve high shaping gains of a constellation with small dimension and low complexity.
Besides showing the sufficiency of the AWGN goodness figure of merit, our analysis closes the gap of uniform signaling [17] for low SNR. Although this is not the usual regime for wireless channels, it has attracted a recent interest due to secrecy applications in low profile covert communications [3] , [4] , [30] , where signals are transmitted with very low power. Understanding how probabilistic shaping schemes behave for low SNR might find use in such scenarios. In addition to AWGN channel coding, there is an increasing literature in the use of the discrete Gaussian in other information-theoretic scenarios where our simplified approach could play a role. A few examples are Gaussian wiretap channels [18] , fading wiretap channels [19] , and compound channels [6] .
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We consider a real-valued AWGN channel with average-power constraint P and noise variance σ 2 w . Denote the received signal of the channel, given input x ∈ R n , by y = x + w, where w is drawn from the distribution N (0, σ 2 w I n ). A (full-rank) lattice ⊂ R n is a discrete subgroup not contained in any proper subspace of R n . 
The error probability of a lattice code is P e () Pr(g(X + W) = X), where W ∼ N (0, σ 2 w I n ). The rate of the code is given by R = (1/n)H(X), where
is the entropy of distribution D (all logarithms are with respect to base e and rates are calculated in nats). We can similarly define lattice codes for a translation + t, where t / ∈ , with the obvious modifications.
If D is the uniform distribution over the points of in a compact set S (e.g. a ball or the Voronoi region of a sub-lattice), and zero otherwise, this corresponds to the classic "deterministic" shaping. In this case, a set of possible uniformly distributed messages 1, 2, . . . , e n R can be mapped into the signal space by simply labeling the points in ∩ S. When D is non-uniform, messages can be mapped into the signal space by means of probabilistic shaping techniques (e.g. [22] , [17, Sec. IV], [5] , [33, Sec. 6.5] ).
Let SNR P/σ 2 w and C(SNR) 1/2 log(1 + SNR). Definition 2: A sequence of lattice codes of increasing dimension n with distributions D n is said to be capacity-achieving in the Gaussian channel with SNR = P/σ 2 w if P e ( n ) → 0 and
where
The discrete Gaussian distribution D +t,σ is the discrete distribution assuming values in + t such that the mass of each point x + t ∈ + t is proportional to f σ (x + t).
If D in Definition 1 is a discrete Gaussian distribution assuming values in + t, the corresponding code is called a lattice Gaussian code. Some discrete Gaussians are illustrated in Figure 1 . If a point in a lattice Gaussian code is transmitted over a Gaussian channel, we have the following fact:
Lemma 1 (Equivalence Between MAP and Lattice Decoder [17] 
Therefore, the optimal MAP decoder is obtained by MMSE pre-processing followed by lattice decoding. Let W eff = (α − 1)X + αW be the effective noise in this process. For an n-dimensional lattice ⊂ R n , we define the Voronoi cell V() of by
n : x, y ≤ y 2 /2, for any y ∈ namely, the set of all points closer to the origin than any other lattice point. The volume of , denoted by V (), corresponds to the volume of the Voronoi cell V(). From Lemma 1, the probability of error of the maximum-a-posteriori decoder is
We denote by x mod the unique representative of x ∈ R n in the voronoi cell of , with ties broken arbitrarily.
III. CAPACITY ACHIEVING CODES FROM AWGN-GOOD LATTICES
In this section, we will show that any AWGN-good lattice can be used to construct a capacity achieving code for the AWGN-channel. The caveat will be the use of a random dither as well as the use of non-equiprobable encoding, namely discrete Gaussian encoding. We will later argue in in Section IV that a discrete dither suffices and in Section V that the dither is essentially necessary for this construction to hold for all SNR.
Let us now examine an ensemble of coding schemes in R n based on a n-dimensional lattice ⊂ R n . Define the inverse error function of by
Pr
Note that for a AWGN-good family
2πe. We also define the normalized volume-to-noise ratio (NVNR) of lattice at probability of error ε as:
This definition indeed corresponds to the usual NVNR (e.g. [33, Def. 3.3.3] ), rephrased in light of the error function (3). For convenience, we further normalize μ(, ε) by 2πe and define
This ratio can be interpreted as the "modulation loss" of . For an AWGN-good sequence, log γ ( n , ε) vanishes as n → ∞. Let σ 2 s , σ 2 w denote the nominal power of the signal and the noise power per symbol respectively and let σ 2 eff :=
. Let ⊂ R n be a lattice. Given a fixed probability of error ε > 0, we will now examine a family of dithered coding schemes which on average have decoding error at most 6ε, power per symbol ≤ σ 2 s (1 + 4/ √ n), and gap to the capacity depending only on the relationship between the inverse error function and the lattice determinant. The existence of a good code from our family will then follow by the union bound appropriately applied.
For the purpose of finding a good code, we shall examine the family of encoding distributions D +t,σ s , indexed by t ∈ R n , i.e. the discrete Gaussian on + t of parameter σ s . For a given t, the decoding function g t will be maximum a posteriori decoding as in Lemma 1, namely for a noisy signal y ∈ R n , the decoded signal corresponds to
To prove our bounds on the average properties of such codes we need a distribution on shifts t. For this distribution, we pick the natural choice T ∼ N (0, σ 2 s I n ), i.e. the shift is distributed according to the maximum entropy input distribution satisfying the average power constraint.
The main theorem we will prove in this section is as follows.
s I n ) with probability at least 1/2 the coding distribution X ∼ D s ε +T,σ s equipped with maximum likelihood decoding satisfies:
1) The decoding error is bounded by 6ε.
2) The squared power per symbol is at most
3) The per symbol gap to capacity is bounded by
n . For notational convenience, we will assume in the remainder that σ eff · err −1 ε () = 1 (note that this can be achieved by simply scaling the lattice). With this normalization, we will be able to achieve a low probability of error by choosing the codes directly from (instead of a scaling of ).
To prove the theorem, we will rely on the subsequent lemmas which characterize the behavior of a randomly dithered channel. We first present these lemmas and prove Theorem 1 at the end of the section.
The following simple sampling lemma shows the random variables corresponding to either sampling T from N (0, σ 2 s I n ) and a) returning T or b) returning a discrete Gaussian sample from D +T,σ s have the same distribution.
Lemma 2 (Sampling Lemma):
Proof: We need only show that X has the same probability density as T. For w ∈ R n , note that X can only hit w if w ∈ + T ⇔ T ∈ + w. Therefore, for any measurable set A ⊆ R n , we have that We now show that expected probability of error of our lattice family is exactly ε. In what follows, T ∼ N (0, σ 2 s I n ) will be our random shift of , W ∼ N (0, σ 2 w I n ) will be the channel noise, X ∼ D +T,σ s will denote the coding distribution, and g T is our decoding function. We recall our assumption that σ eff · err −1 ε () = 1.
Lemma 3 (Error Probability Bound): For
By the sampling lemma X has distribution N (0, σ 2 s I n ). Given that X and W are independent Gaussians, we have that
By assumption on we have that σ eff · err −1 ε () = 1, and thus
Using the above, by Markov's inequality we have that
as needed. The next lemma shows that average power per symbol is very close to the desired limit. The proof proceeds by a comparison to the continuous Gaussian followed by a standard Chernoff bound.
Lemma 4: For any ε > 0, we have that
Proof: We first prove the upper bound. Since X/σ s ∼ N (0, I n ), a standard computation reveals that E[e αX/σ s 2 ] = (1 − 2α) −n/2 for α < 1/2. By the Chernoff bound
.
Similarly, for the lower bound, we have
We now argue that the entropy of the coding distribution is large with good probability. In particular, we would like to know that for most choices t for T that H(X|T = t) is large. Recall that X|T = t is distributed as D +t,σ s , where a direct computation gives
Thus, to prove that the entropy is large we must show that both f σ s ( + t) and E[Z/σ s 2 ] are large with good probability over t. Note that the latter condition is essentially given by Lemma 4, so we focus now on the former.
The following lemma uses a bound on the negative moment of f σ s ( + t) to show that it is unlikely to be too small.
Lemma 5:
Proof: To begin, we have that
By Markov's inequality, we have
as needed.
Proof of Theorem 1:
By scaling the lattice, we may assume as above that σ eff · err −1 ε () = 1 and thus that s ε = 1. By Lemmas 3, 4, 5 we have that
Since 1/6 + e −4/3 + 2e −4 ≤ 1/2, by the union bound we have T satisfies the complement of all the above events with probability at least 1/2. Let t ∈ R n be such a setting of T. Clearly, the complement of (a) implies that the decoding error is at most 6ε, and the complement of (b) implies that averaged squared power per symbol is at most
The theorem now follows recalling that the capacity of the Gaussian channel is 1 2 log(1 + σ 2 s /σ 2 w ).
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Finite Blocklength
Next we discuss how the behavior of the proposed scheme compares to the best finite-blocklength codes for the Gaussian channel. The optimal rate to which a code can converge to capacity is given, in nats per dimension, by [24] :
is called the dispersion of the channel and ε is the target probability of error. As usual Q(x) = ∞ x e −t 2 /2 / √ 2πdt, x ∈ R, is the Gaussian tail distribution. Notice that V ≈ 1/2 for high signal-to-noise ratio. There is an analogous result for unconstrained constellations, in which case the dispersion is exactly 1/2. If δ ε (n) denotes the maximum NLD of a constellation for which the probability of error is at most ε, then [15] :
where δ * = − 1 2 log 2πeσ 2 eff is the Poltyrev limit. The value δ ε (n) also dictates the optimal behavior of an AWGN-good sequence of lattices. Indeed,
Therefore for high SNR the lattice Gaussian scheme approaches optimal dispersion, provided that it is coupled with an infinite lattice with optimal behavior. We further observe that [33, pp. 131 ] conjectured that the gap to capacity of non-equiprobable signaling is upper bounded by
where G() is the normalized-second moment of . Noting that G() > 1/2πe, up to lower order terms which vanish as n → ∞, the expression for the gap to capacity in Theorem 1 supports the conjecture.
B. Relation to the Smoothing Parameter
We now record a new connection between AWGN-Goodness of a lattice and the smoothing parameter of its dual lattice. As explained in the last two sections, a useful quantitative measure of the AWGN-Goodness of a lattice with respect to a desired target error ε is its normalized volume to noise ratio γ (, ε), where we recall that up to lower order terms, ln(γ (, ε))/2 upper bounds the gap to capacity of the discrete Gaussian coding scheme on (appropriately scaled and shifted). We also recall the definition of dual lattice * = x ∈ R n : x, y ∈ Z for all y ∈ .
The smoothing parameter η ε ( * ) of * 2 is defined to be the unique scaling s > 0 such that
At a high level, the discrete Gaussian over * sampled above the smoothing parameter "looks like" a continuous Gaussian, which justifies the name.
The connection to the inverse error function was given in [7] , in the context of understanding the complexity of approximating the smoothing parameter. It can be expressed as follows:
Lemma 6 [7] : For ε ∈ [0, 1] and ⊂ R n an ndimensional lattice, we have that:
The right hand side corresponds essentially to the union bound, though over the entire lattice instead of just the facets of the Voronoi cell, which should be tight when ε is very small (say exponentially small in the lattice dimension). The left hand side inequality is derived by estimating the Gaussian mass of lattice shifts of the Voronoi cell, and for this side it is unclear to us when it can be tight. Unfortunately, even for random lattices both sides can fail to be tight. In particular, for an n-dimensional random lattice of determinant 1 and fixed constant error probability ε, η ε ( * ) ≈ √ 2π, whereas err −1 ε () ≈ √ 2πe, thus the inverse error function is a √ e factor bigger than the dual smoothing parameter. Nevertheless, the above approximate characterization gives a new and possibly easier way to check design criterion for good coding lattices.
We leave it as an open problem to understand whether there is a tighter connection between the smoothing parameter and the inverse error function. In particular, an interesting question is whether η ε (
C. Finite Dither
Our main Theorem 1 relies on a probabilistic argument based on the generation of a continuous variable T, that plays the role of a dither, along with the generation of a discrete Gaussian D +T,σ s . The usage of continuous dithering is undesirable in practice since it may require sharing an infinite number of random bits at the transmitter and receiver. In this section we discuss the possibility of choosing the dither from a finite set of possible vectors. The key idea is to choose a sufficiently fine lattice ⊃ so that the distribution D ,σ s is sufficiently close to N (0, σ 2 s ). For this purpose, we need a finite version of the sampling Lemma 2, where we choose a dither from cosets / with distribution induced by D ,σ s . Its proof is similar to that of Lemma 2 and is included here for clarity. Proof: Analogously, we need show that X and T have the same probability distribution. For any set A ⊆ , we have that
as desired. To see how fine should be, we need the definition of flatness factor, which quantifies the distance between the uniform distribution in the Voronoi cell of a lattice and the sum of Gaussians over its cosets.
Definition 4 (Flatness Factor [17] ): For a lattice and a parameter σ we define the flatness factor as
We note that there is an inverse relationship with the smoothing parameter, that is for ε, σ > 0, we have (σ ) = ε ⇔ η ε () = 2πσ . The following lemma shows that equivalent noise is approximately Gaussian if the flatness factor of is small, and in all cases, satisfies a strong tail bound. 
. Proof: We prove part 1. By Lemma 9, proven in the appendix, we have that g(
. By the definition of the flatness factor, we have that
Furthermore, by the Poisson summation formula, it easily follows that f σ s ( ) ≥ 1/ det( ). The combination of these two estimates yields the bound.
The tail bound in part 2 is proved in the full version of [6] . We sketch the proof here for completeness. The tail bound relies on properties of sub-Gaussian random variables. We recall that a random vector Z ∈ R n is sub-Gaussian with parameter σ if E[e y,Z ] ≤ e σ 2 /2y 2 for all y ∈ R n . In particular, since W is N (0, σ 2 w ), it is sub-Gaussian with parameter σ w . Banaszczyk [ 
The desired bound now follows by plugging in t = n 4 (
To recover Theorem 1 with the continuous dither replaced by the discrete one, it in fact suffices to show that the probability bounds given in Lemmas 3, 4, 5 hold for the discrete dither distribution T ∈ up to additional 1 + o(1) factors. We presently explain how the conclusions of each Lemma differs for the discrete dither. By inspecting the proof of Lemma 3, using Lemma 2 one can conclude that the error probability bound increases to ε) ), where we simply use the flatness factor to bound the relevant moment generating function. Given the above, inspecting the proof of Theorem 1, the conclusions remain asymptotically identical, as n → ∞, when
Since α := σ 2 s σ 2 s +σ 2 w < 1 the first term in the maximum is asymptotically dominant. We recall that the first term helps control the decoding error probability, using Lemma 2, and the second helps lower bound the entropy of the coding distribution, using the lower tail bound in Lemma 4.
While the above bounds may seem sharp, we suspect that the flatness bound on the dither distribution we require for achieving the desired decoding error probability may be unnecessary. This is indeed true if we relax the requirement that the decoding error be bounded by the probability that a variance σ 2 eff Gaussian random vector falls outside the Voronoi cell of (i.e. a very fine grained requirement), to instead ask for a vanishing error probability when the lattice is chosen appropriately. In particular, it was shown in [21, Sec. C] that a random mod-p lattice , with any fixed normalized volume det() 2/n > 2πeσ 2 eff , has vanishing decoding error whenever the equivalent error falls outside of the √ nσ eff noise sphere with negligible probability. Lemma 2 shows that the required tail bound indeed holds for the equivalent error W eff in our setting, where Pr[
Note that for such lattices, i.e. where the error probability is essentially independent of the dithering distribution, we can relax requirement 11 to just (σ s /(1 + 2/ √ n)) → 0. We note that the fine lattice will satisfy the requirement 11, or the above relaxation, as long as it is sufficiently dense. In particular, can simply be chosen to be a scaleddown version of . However, the number of random bits necessary to generate the dither distribution in / does depend on the properties of . In particular, it is minimized if is chosen from a flatness-good family of lattices. [18, Th 1] shows that a random mod-p lattice will have vanishing flatness factor (σ s /(1 + 2/ √ n)) for any fixed normalized volume V ( ) 2/n < 2πσ 2 s (we restrict to the relaxed requirement). Furthermore, as explained above, a random mod-p lattice has vanishing error probability against sub-Gaussian effective error with parameter σ eff , for any fixed normalized volume V () 2/n > 2πeσ 2 eff . Note that if 2πσ 2 s > 2πeσ 2 eff ⇔ SNR > e − 1, we can simply let = , i.e. no dither is necessary (recovering the result of [17] ). If SNR ≤ e − 1, we get a dithering rate bounded by (12) for some δ n → 0 as n → ∞. Note that to make the bounds rigorous, we must in fact enforce that ⊆ . Though this is not directly addressed above, it is easy to achieve by standard nesting techniques (see for example [21] ). Alternatively, as mentioned above, one could simply use two different scalings of the same random mod-p lattice to achieve the desired nesting. This will however enforce a rate of log 2, since we must scale the lattice down by an integer and √ e/(1 + SNR) = 2.
Since it can be challenging to construct flatness-good families of lattices, in practice it may be convenient to use a scaled-down version of a simple lattice. This technique was previously used in polar lattices [31] .
Case Study: Polar Lattices: With discrete Gaussian shaping, polar lattices achieve the capacity of the Gaussian channel for any SNR [31] . Here, is an AWGN-good lattice from Construction D, while = aZ n for some small enough scaling factor a. Yan et al. [31] use a = c · σ eff / √ log n, for an appropriately small constant c, to obtain a vanishing flatness factor (σ eff ). In polar lattices, a polar code is employed on each level, where random bits in the frozen set play the role of a dither.
Since V ( ) = a n , the rate of dithering bits is bounded by
Note that basically this is due to the fact that O(log log n) levels are used. However, in practice, a small number of levels are enough, especially at low SNR. Therefore, the rate of dithering bits is essentially a small constant. We note that the dithering rate for polar lattices is higher, due to a suboptimal .
D. Peak Power
Let X i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) denote the i -th component of the codeword X. With continuous Gaussian dithering, the average power E[ Lemma 5] . However, DPS may raise the issue of high peak power since X i is random. The same issue arose in [25] where discrete dithering was used. In [25] (see also [17] ), this issue was solved by simply sending a zero vector if the signal power is too large, i.e., if X 2 > n P. This essentially converts an encoding failure into a decoding error. Its drawback is that the code will lose linearity.
For lattice Gaussian distribution D ,σ s , one may give a bound on Pr(X 2 > tnσ 2 s ) for any t ≥ 1 (see (20) ). Yet in engineering it is more reasonable to consider the peak power of each component. Thus we apply a modular operation to each X i in order to limit the peak power, namely, we sendX i = X i mod B for certain modulus B, which was previously used in polar lattices [31] . For this purpose, we need a bound on Pr(|X i | > tσ s ) for some margin t > 1. Such margin bounds may be derived directly from the fact that X ∼ D ,σ s is sub-Gaussian with parameter σ s (see [2, Lemma 2.4] ), from which we derive the tail bound
By the union bound, we have that the probability of X exceeding peak power t 2 σ 2 s is bounded by
Thus, it is possible to choose t = O( √ log n) such that the above probability tends to zero. Recall that in reality, we need such a bound to hold for the coding distribution after conditioning on the value of the dither. By Lemma 7 (discrete sampling lemma) however, the above probability is in fact an upper bound on the average probability that the coding distribution exceeds the desired peak power, where the average is taken over the choice of dither. Therefore, by Markov's inequality, with probability at least 1 − ε over the choice of dither, the probability that the coding distribution exceeds peak power t 2 σ 2 s is at most 2ne −t 2 /2 /ε → 0, for t = O( √ log n) and any fixed ε ∈ (0, 1).
From the perspective of the afore-mentioned modulus, we can now choose B = O( √ log n)σ s . For the modding operation to maintain linearity however, we must of course require that BZ n ⊂ , where is the coding lattice. Polar lattices indeed satisfy this requirement, however for a larger value of B, namely B = (log n) O(1) σ s . Notice that this is to due to the O(log log n) number of levels used in the construction of polar lattices.
V. CONVERSE
In Section III, we have shown that the shifted (or "dithered") lattice Gaussian is capacity-achieving. To close this paper, we will argue that for very low signal-to-noise ratio the shift is essentially necessary. We will prove the following "converse": 
then the probability of error P e ( n ) of the maximum-aposteriori decoder is bounded away from 0. Before exhibiting the proof, we provide a heuristic argument that justifies why Theorem 2 should be true for random lattices. The average of the Gaussian sum f σ s () over a typical "random" lattice of volume V satisfies (e.g. [18, Lemma 3] ):
For a sequence of lattices to have vanishing probability of error, the Poltyrev limit for the best NLD (1) 
is the effective noise power. Under this condition, the typical distribution D ,σ s of a random lattice has essentially all mass is concentrated in the zero vector. Indeed, we have:
where (a) is due to (17) 
Proof: We will show the more general bound
for φ(α) = 1 − (1/2α) log(2αe) and any α > 1. The lemma will follow by taking α = π. From the definition of entropy, 
Moreover Pr X 2 ≥ 2ntσ 2
Evaluating the integral gives us (18) . Probability of Error Analysis: Lemma 9 allows us to relate the probability that the effective noise lies outside the Voronoi cell of a lattice and the Gaussian mass of the point 0 ∈ .
For this purpose we first note that Lemma 9 implies the following relations:
and
Recalling that P 0 () = (( √ 2πσ s ) n f σ s ()) −1 , the above equality indeed relates the probability of the discrete Gaussian hitting zero and the probability of error. We will first bound f σ s () which will imply a bound on P 0 () and on the entropy, by Lemma 10, showing the assertion in Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2: We have
We proceed to bound the three terms on the right-hand side of (23) . The first term is equal to P e ( n ) f σ s ( n ) while the second term satisfies
Noting that √ ασ s = σ eff (σ s /σ w ) and using the assumption σ s /σ w < 1, the last term can be upper bounded as
Combining altogether, we obtain the bound
This implies in turn that, if the probability of error P e ( n ) → 0, then P 0 ( n ) → 1 and, from Lemma 10, (1/n)H(X n ) → 0. Conversely, if we force (1/n)H(x) to tend to a positive value, P 0 ( n ) is bounded away from one, and therefore P e ( n ) is bounded away from zero.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have shown that DPS can convert any lattice which is good for the unconstrained AWGN channel into a good code in the power-constrained setting. For instance, any sphere-bound achieving lattice in the sense of [12] can be coupled with our results in order to produce capacity-achieving codes. We stress the fact that previous schemes in the literature strictly need extra conditions other than AWGN-goodness, such as flatness-goodness or quantization-goodness.
We have further demonstrated the efficacy of discrete dithering in place of continuous Gaussian dithering. Optimizing the rate of random bits in discrete dithering for a broad range of dimensions and rates are an interesting further research direction. Improving the second-order analysis in order to achieve the right dispersion for all SNRs is a further point of interest and left as an open problem.
Finally, although the heuristic argument exhibited in Section V reveals that the centered distribution should fail to achieve capacity for SNR < e − 1, the actual proof only holds for SNR < 1, leaving inconclusive the values SNR ∈ [1, e − 1]. Furthermore, the scheme [17] fixes the variance parameter σ 2 s = P a priori, whereas one could potentially achieve better rates by choosing σ s adaptively depending on the dimension. A stronger converse that can handle varying σ s would strengthen our results. We believe that this would require completely new arguments. 
